IRU Logistics and Innovation Forum
21 February 2020 London

Friday - 21.02.2020
09:15 - 10:00
Registration open and welcome coffee
10:00 - 10:15
Welcome to the IRU Logistics and Innovation Forum
IRU will welcome participants and introduce the key themes and partners for the 2020 Forum.

10:15 - 10:50
Can new technology deliver safer, and more profitable, logistics?
Safety is a key element for all transport stakeholders.

10:50 - 11:10
What to expect from intelligent trucks
With over 85% of all road traffic accidents caused in part by human error, fully automated vehicles should make roads significantly safer.

11:10 - 11:30
Networking and coffee break
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11:30 - 11:50
A new era for urban logistics vehicles
Dense and congested urban areas have unique safety and operational challenges.

11:50 - 12:10
Will truck platooning change the game?
Semi-automated technologies such as truck platooning will appear on our roads and in our fleets before we eventually see fully automated trucks.

12:10 - 13:00
Networking lunch break
13:00 - 13:20
Panel debate: Will vehicle automation really lead to zero accidents?
This lively panel will debate the introduction of fully autonomous vehicles on public roads and how soon we will see an impact on safety.
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13:20 - 13:40
Averting accidents through better fleet management
Proper planning, visibility and proactive fleet management can be an excellent way to avoid stress and driver overload.

13:40 - 14:00
Digitalisation of transport for improved road safety
In a highly digitalised world, data and information are finding valuable new uses to boost safety and find new business opportunities.

14:00 - 14:20
Making insurance solutions more agile?
With big data and mobile technologies, insurance companies have more possibilities than ever before to monitor driver performance.

14:20 - 15:00
Networking coffee break and speed brainstorming
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15:00 - 15:20
Watching out for safety: Smart cameras
New technology and regulations on improved visibility for buses, coaches and trucks see our vehicles equipped with increasing numbers of cameras.

15:20 - 15:40
Driver monitoring: The way forward?
Driver monitoring has demonstrated its positive impact on drivers’ behaviour.

15:40 - 16:00
It’s not all about technology: Driver training
While technological solutions are most prevalent in the media, humans are still – and will be for some years to come – the best vehicle “operator“.

16:00 - 16:30
Wrap-up, awards and conclusion
So is investing in safety really a business opportunity?
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16:30 - 19:00
Networking cocktail

Key
Sessions and Panels
Business talks 1: Focus on vehicles
Business talks 2: Focus on operations
Business talks 3: Focus on drivers
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